IBM ILM solutions for SAP improve SAP database operations and protect data for
the long term

IBM archiving and data management
solution for SAP

Information Lifecycle Management
(ILM) is important for SAP businesses
that use policies, processes, practices,
and tools to cost-effectively align the
business value of information with
their SAP IT infrastructure, as well
as to meet compliance needs. The
IBM System Storage™ Archive solution
for SAP aligns your SAP information
with business processes through management of retention policies and service levels to help ensure your data is
available, accessible, compliant and
protected.
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SAP has recognized these needs by
creating its new product “ILM from
SAP” as part of the SAP NetWeaver
stack. With ILM from SAP, data

retention management starts at the
moment a data management class is
assigned to a newly created data
object. The assigned management
class applies SAP policy information,
like business and regulatory rules, to
the data object throughout its lifecycle,
from creation through expiration to
deletion.
SAP’s Information Retention Manager
(IRM), a key component of ILM from
SAP, is the central tool for setting up
and managing retention policies and
uses the SAP WebDAV Storage
Interface as an open-standard interface
based on HTML. The WebDAV
(Web-based Distributed Authoring and
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perform remote Web content authoring
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access to documents without the delay
caused by paper-based archive
inquiries.
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Bulk archiving for printed
documents. IBM CommonStore can
archive electronic copies of your
printouts and link the archived documents to the corresponding SAP
business objects. This linkage
ensures that your documents are
archived in the same format as you
sent them and that you can still
access them from SAP.
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Offload inactive data from the
production SAP database
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Improves the performance of SAP applications. Large amounts of data need large
amounts of server capacity. Unchanged server capacity leads to a decreased application
performance when data volume grows.
Reduces hardware and IT infrastructure costs. To fight loss of performance, SAP servers
have to be equipped with higher hardware capacity (especially memory and CPU). Also,
faster disk storage systems have to grant faster data access. More disk capacity is
needed, not only for the production environment but also for the testing environment which
often is a mirror of the production system.
Reduces the risk of system failure. Restoring a very large SAP system generally takes
more time than restoring a smaller one. Potential downtime generally grows in parallel to
the amount of data.
Reduced administrative costs. To prevent system downtime a large productive SAP
system needs more attention. This increases the need for additional administrative
precautions to lower downtime risk and downtime duration.

Data encryption

●

Data is stored in encrypted format, helping ensure protected data cannot be read from a
stolen storage medium.

Secure erase of expired data

●

Some data, like personal records, needs to be erased completely as it expires. IBM’s data
retention solution erases expired data securely.

Tiered Storage Management

●

Stored data can be migrated from one kind of storage device to any other kind of storage
device, fully transparent to the applications that have stored the data.
End of life of the storage device types can easily be managed during migration of the data
to new devices.
TCO can be reduced by storing long-term archiving data to off-line media such as
encrypted tape libraries.

●

●

OpenAPI Interface

●

IBM’s Data Retention and Archiving solution provides an “open,” standardized API,
delivering platform-independent access.

NFS & CIFS interface

●

In addition to the open API, IBM’s Data Retention and Archiving solution provides access
to storage via common NFS and CIFS interfaces.

Supported platforms

●

As of 2008 more than 30 content providers are storing their data onto IBM’s Archiving
solution, including IBM Content Manager, MS Exchange, IBM Domino Notes®, SAP,
Princeton Softech Optim, Bycast Inc., CaminoSoft, Ceyoniq, d.velop AG, Easy Software,
Enigma Data Systems, FileNet, Hummingbird, Hyland Software (OnBase), Hyperwave, and
OpenText.

Disaster Recovery support

●

IBM’s Data Retention and Archiving solution (DR550) offers HA and DR capability, through
clustering and synchronous or asynchronous mirroring and data replication.
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